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1. lntroduction 

When the history of Nyaya theory of inference is delineated， the 

chronological gap between U ddyotakara and Vacaspati appears as one 
of the biggest difficulties for researchers. Not to mention the wide 

time span of four hundred years， important names such as Kumarila 

and Dharmaklrti， whose theory strongly influenced on the following 

generations beyond the difference of philosophical systems， flourished 

during this period， and thus it is reasonably assumed that there was a 

big shift in Nyaya theory of inference around this time. Although 

some Naiyayikas， such as Visvarupa， Aviddhakarl)a， and Trilocana， 
are said to have written commentaries on the Nyayabha$ya between 

the time of Uddyotakara and Vacaspati，l it is almost impossible to 

know the details of their theories regarding inference， since their 

works have been lost except some small fragments. 

Taking the above into consideration， philological investigation of 
relevant texts such as Jayanta's Nyayamaベjarland Vyomasiva's 

Vyomavatl， which were written during the time gap above， would 

become important even though they are not included in the line of 

* This paper is the modifi巴dversion of my Japan巴s巴 publication(“Uddoyotakara no Suiron 
Setsu Saikou: K巴nzennaSuiron no Konkyo toshiteno K巴ikent巴kiJりitsuto Hanchuronteki Taikei" 
[Uddyotakaraの推論説再考ー健全な推論の根拠としての経験的事実と範時論体系J，Tokai 

Bukkyo: Jouranal ofTokai Association of !ndian and Buddhist Studies [東海仏教J55: 1-16(L)). 1 
express my deep gratitude to Prof. V.N. Jha， Prof. V. Pandurangi， Prof. S.P. Kumar， Prof. H. 
Marui， and Dr. T. Watanab巴forgiving me pr巴ciousadvice r巴gardingsom巴issuesdealt with in this 
paper.l also thank Dr. Matthew Pelowski for correcting my English. 

1 1 here follow the chronology suggested by Potter [1977]. Matilal [1977: 84] considers 
Visvarilpa as Uddyotakara's prec巴dence
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typical Nyayasutra's commentarial tradition. In the meanwhile， 

however， it is seemingly important to investigate the theories of 

inference held by Uddyotakara and Vacaspati respectively to clarify 

their similarities and dissimilarities in order to have a tentative 
perspective of the history of the Nyaya theory of inference. This paper 

aims to clarify Uddyotakara's theory of inference focusing on its 

epistemological aspect by dealing with his comment on the Nyaya・

sutra 1.1.5. 

2. Points 01 issue 

When one infers fire from smoke on a mountain， it is necessary for 

him/her to know the invariable relationship between smoke and fire -

iι，“wherever smoke is there， there is fire." As is well known， 

Vacaspati asserts that this invariable relationship is nothing but a 

natural relationship (svabhavikasambandha)， which is identified with 
the one free from any associate conditions (upadhi). He observes that 

because smoke in general is essentially related to fire in general， the 

inference of individual fire from individual smoke thus becomes 

possible. It is also well-known that his theory， which traces its origin 

to Trilocana， was inherited by Udayana and widely accepted among 

later Naiyayikas.2 In Uddyotakara's Nyayavarttika (NV)， on the other 

hand， there is no evidence found that he knew the theory of 

svabhavikasambandha. Moreover， he even denies the existence of any 

relationship between smoke and fire， not only specific ones such as 

causal relationship (karyakaral')abhava)， inherence to one and the 

same thing (ekarthasamavaya) or coexistence (sahacarya)， but also 

relationships in general Csambandhamatra)，3 

This idea of him， which seems to be quite s位angefrom our 

common sense view， has caught the attention of quite a few 

researchers leading them to try to give rational inte叩retationsfor it.4 

The fol1owing is the passage which typically presents Uddyotakara's 

standpoint. 

2 For the conc巴ptsof svabhavikasambandha and upadhi held by Vacaspati and th巴irhistorical 
developm巴nt，see Chakraborty [1978]， Oberhammer [1964]， and Suzuki [2011]. 

3 NV，p.47，6-17. 

4 For example， Randl巴[1930]， Kajiyama [1983]， and Okazaki [2005]. 
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(Passage A: NV， p. 47，16-22) 

anagnir dhamo dr在ta/:t， adhamas cagnir iti ubhayaf!l vyabhicari /印刷at叩

sahacaη'am api / yatra dhamas的travahnir iち，anenaiva pratyuktam / na 

canya gatir asti / tasmat na dhamena vahnir anumryata iti / lokavirodha iti 

cet， yadi dhamenagnir nanumryate n仰 uloko viruddhyate iti cet? nasti 

virodha/:t， dhamavise:jefJagnivise:jafJasya dh伽 αsyapratipadyatvat / ka血 m
punar avαmαf!nir dhamavisesanam bhavati? vada定unabhilto'numevo 

bhavati. af!niman avam dhama iti / dhamavisesenasadharanenα vrati-

担金型ゼ

1 would like to give my translation and interpretation later on. At 

the present stage， at least， it should be confirmed that Uddyotakara， 

though he does not accept any relationships between smoke and fire， 

considers inference of fire to be possible if the property of smoke is 

positioned as its linga. However the words “vise$alJa" and "gUlJa-

bhata，'ヲ whichappear in the under1ined part， make this passage 

difficult to understand in detail. The two words appear also in the 

description of inference of atman from desire (iccha) etc， as follows: 

(Passage B: NV， p. 48，15-17) 

icchadaya/:t khalu dharmifJo bhavanti / litma ca visesanam f!unabhata iti / 

icchadrnam f!unatvam vratlto dharmah / tena dharmena tan eva icchadrn 

dtnωf!unavisistan anumimr:tg_j paratantra icchadayo gUfJaれiat，rapavad iti / 

There is considerable difference among researchers in interpretations 

of "gulJabhata" and “νlse$alJa." Kajiyama， for example， in inter-

preting passage A， regards "gulJabhata" as the “thing which exists as a 

property of smoke" and considers it as “anumeya" signifying fire. As 

for “dhamavise$町za，"Kajiyama [1983: 198] considers it to be the 

“qualifier of smoke." He thus interprets， probably inf1uenced by the 
interpretation of Randle [1930: 284-287]， Uddyotakara's answer as it 

appears in the under1ined p旺 tto mean that“[in inference of fire from 

smoke]， what is known is smoke qualified by fire which exists as a 

property/quality of smoke." Okazaki [2005: 48， 146]， on the other 

hand， gives a translation as a“subordinate factor" for “gUlJa" and a 

“qualifying factor" for “vise$alJa，" observing that the two words are 

both related to a grammatical category rather than. ontological 

category. 

However it seems difficult to assume， as K司iyama and 

accordingly Randle interpreted， that Uddyotakara accepted that fire 

exists in smoke as its gUlJa. If Uddyotakara had accepted that there is 
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inherence between smoke and fire， his standpoint would contradict 

with his own preceding statement that there is no relationship between 

smoke and fire. In addition， it is obvious from passage B that 

Uddyotakara did not use these words in exactly the same meaning as 

that on which the Vaise与ikasystem of categories is constructed. 

Accordingly， the words should not be interpreted as“quality" and 

“qualifier which qualifies its substratum (dharmin) by inherence" as 

Okazaki observed. However Okazaki's interpretation that those words 

should be related to grammatical category also does not seemingly 

explain the passages well， for the point of Uddyotakarぜsargument 

here is regarding the requirement of the relational structure of things 

which supports logical invariable relationship. 

3. GU7;abhuta， viSe$Wla， and things involved in the epistemological 

process of inference 

From the second sentence in passage B， it is understood that atman 

here is considered as gUflabhuta and vise$afla since each word of them 

appears in the same case as the others. From the fourth sentence， at the 

same time， iccha etc， words grammatically qualified by another word 

万tmaguflavisi$!a'should reasonably be regarded as what is phenome-

nally qualified (visi$!a) by atmαn， which is nothing but a gUfla. 

Keeping this in mind， let us clarify the relational structure of the 

things which are involved in the process of each inference. In the 

inference of passage A， the subject of inference (pak$a) is smoke 

(dhumα)， the inferential mark (liizga) is the property of going upwards 

in the form of a continuous line (sa仰のJasaYflhatyurdhvagatisva-

bhavya)， and what is to be inferred (sadhyα) is the property of having 

fire (αgnimattva). In the inference of passage B， on the other hand， the 

subject of inference is desire (iccha) etc， the inferential mark is the 

property of being a quality (guflatva) and what is to be inferred is the 

property of residing in some substratum (paratantratva). The word 

“gUflabhuta" does not appear very often in the NV，5 and Vacaspati， its 

commentator， does not put any specific comment on the word. 

However， those passages seem to be possible to interpret in the 

following manner when the above is well-considered. 

5 1 used e-text of th巴 NVinput by Okazaki (http://user.numazu-ct.ac .jp/~nozawa/b/okazaki/ 
r巴adme.htm)for s巴archingthis word. Interestingly， it app巴但'sonly in the comment on NS 2.2.66， 
wh巴reUddyotakara argues what the object of a word is. 
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In the underlined part of passage A， the opponent questions how 

fire can be a qualifier of smoke. This question is presumably presented 

against the logical conclusion that fire would not be able to become a 

qualifier of smoke if， as Uddyotakara previously assumes， there is no 

relationship between them. Thus， Uddyotakara's reply should be 

understood as an explanation as to how the concrete and individual 

fire (ayam agni) can qualify smoke even though there is no 

relationship between smoke in general and fire in general. Unlike 

another common inference in which what is to be inferred 

(sadhyadharma) is equal to the content of inferential knowledge，6 

such as the inference of “non-eternity resides in sound from the 

property of being created" (Figure 1)，7 in the above case the practical 

content of inferential knowledge (individual fire associated with 

smoke/smoke which associates individual fire) is different from what 

is theoretically required to be inferred (the property of having fire 

resides in smoke/smoke qualified by the property of having fire). In 

this sense， the practical content of inferential knowledge in the 

inference of passage A can be regarded as “what is to be secondary or 

subordinate (gu1J，abhuta)" (Figure 2). 

Figure 1: Structure of inference of non-etemity of sound 

、、
、、

、、

，
 

pràιt_i~al content of inたr~l}tial-kñowledge

= th巴oreticalcont巴ntofinfl巴r巴ntialknowl巴dge

6 Cf.NV，p目 103，12:prajnapanfyadharmαvisiiito dhαrml sadhyalJ. 

7 Squares in the diagram signify components of the Vaise~ika category such as dravya， gUl:ta， 
karma etc. Lines signify the relationship between two relata. 1 here basically follow Wada [1990] 
in terms of the usage of the diagram 
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Figure 2: Structure of inference of fire from smoke 

satatyasαI!7hatiiirdhvagatisvabhtivya 

Ggni (gulJabhuta) 

....._practical content of inferential knowledg~__/ 

手 th巴oreticalcon反抗一ぷfinfer，ゐtialknowledge 

Considering the above， we can translate passage A and B in the 

following manner. It should be noted here that the word “qualify" is 

applicable not only to two relata in supporter-supported relationship 

(adharadheyabhava)， but also to those in wider relationships. 

(Translation of passage A) 

くUddyotakara>Since smoke without fire and fire without smoke can be 

seen， both smoke and fire deviate from each other. Thus， coexistence [of 

smoke and fire] is not [accepted as a relationship between them]， too. For 

this very reason， [the viewpoint that there is a relationship in which] 

“wherever there is smoke， there is fire" [between them] is objected to. And 

there is no other way [for any relationship's existence]. Accordingly， fire 

cannot be inferred by means of smoke. 

<Opponent> [This opinion] contradicts our worldly common sense. [That is 

to say，] if fire cannot be inferred from smoke， it would contradict worldly 

common sense. 

<Uddyotakara> There is not [such a contradiction]， for， in this inference， 

smoke qualified by fire is inferred from the particularities of the smoke. 

くOpponent>How， then， can this fire (individual fire) become a qualifier of 

smoke? 

くUddyotakara>As what is to be inferred is secondarv (in the sen住血亘tit is 

not inferred direct1v). rindividual fire as a aualifier of smokel is inferred. in 

the form of the inferential knowledge that“this smoke has fire." from the 

uncommon particularities of the smoke. 

(Translation of passage B) 

In fact， [in the inference of atman from desire etc.，] desire etc. are substrata 

[of what is to be inferred]. And then atman is their qualifier and secondary 

[object of the inference]. In this inference， the property of being a quality 

which resides in desire etc. is already known. By means of this property， one 
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infers desire etc. qualified by atman， which is a secondary [object of the 
inference]. It is in the following process: "desire etc. are dependent upon 
something else， because it is a quality， like color.円

Also in passage B， atman， which is substratum of desire etc.， is 
not eligible to be a direct content of inference. Uddyotakara， then， 

presumably considered that a的wncan be inferred by regarding it as 

the secondary object of the inference and as the vise.yaT:la of desire etc. 

and reconciling the gap between the practical content of inferential 

knowledge and the one theoretically required to be brought according 

to the relational structure of things involved in the inference (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Structure of inference of atman from desire 
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Following this understanding， the third interpretation of pilrvavat， i.e.， 

inference of effect from its cause， can be understood in the following 

manner. 

(Passage C: NV， p. 44， 2-17) 

karar;adarsanac ca kaηαm anumfyata iti bruvar;o 'numanamudral1l bhinatti/ 

. . ka evam aha karar;adadanat kaηastitval1l pratipadyatαiti? ko va bravfti 

yatra karar;al1l tatrαkaηam iti / kd門 amtu karana1ノisesαtvenovavuktam8

Eunabhutam anumfvata iti sutrarthah/ tatha ca na mudrabheda iti / ... uda-

harar;am - meghonnataya bhavi~yαti vr~tir iti karar;ena此dηanumanam/ 

kathal1l punar prayoga/:t / vr~.tim仰ta ete megha/:t gambhiradhvanavattve sati， 

bωhulabalakavattve sαti aciraprabhavatれほ ca sati unnatatvat， tadanya-

vr~tinωnmeghavad iti / 

8 1 her巴followthe r巴adingof the NVI仰の:kiira1Javise:ja1Jatvenopayuktam 
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(Translation of passage C) 
くOpponent>One who says that effect can be inferred through perception of 
its cause contradicts with the essence of inference. 

くUddyotakara> ••• Who says， as you point out， that白epresence of effect 
can be inferred. Or， who says that whenever there is cause， there is effect? 
[Nobody says such things.] 1n fact司 whatthe sutra (Nvavasutra 1.1.5) means 
here is that effect， which is related rto its causel as出ecause's quali自立Je.
Inferred as出esecondarv obiect (flunabhuta) r of the inference 1! Accordingly， 

theぉ isno contradiction against the essence of inference... for example， 

p前 vavatis the inference of future rain 丘omrising clouds. 
<Opponent> How then is the formula of出isinference? 

くUd“dy卯ot臼aka紅ra>

rising， with being accompanied by deep rumbling， many cranes flying away， 

flashes of lightning， like other clouds which have future rain." 

It is usually irnpossible to infer the existence of effect frorn its 

cause because cause has deviation frorn its effect in sorne cases. In the 

above explanation of purvavat， however， Uddyotakara asserts that it is 

possible to infer future rain frorn clouds if we regard clouds as pak$a 

of the inference， sorne specific features of thern as its luiga and the 

property of having rain as its stidJ包ya.Just like in the inference of fire 

frorn srnoke Uddyotakara here presurnably calls the individual and 

concrete phenornenon of future rain， which should be practically 

inferred in the inference， gU1;abhuta， to assert that future rain can be 

inferred frorn present clouds even though there is no invariable 

relationship between thern. It should be noted here that the relational 
structure of things involved in this inference is cornpletely the sarne 

with that of the inference of srnoke frorn fire (Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Structure of inference of future rain from rising clouds 

v!~!i (gu1Jabhuta) 

'. ". .l'!actical cont巴ntof inferer削 1knowle旬。/
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4. The Ground 0] Soundness 0] In]erence in U ddyotakara' s Theory 

Uddyotakara thus explains the above inferences by using the notions 

of “gU1;abhuta" and “vise$a1Javise$yabhava in a wider sense." His 
intention for doing so can probably be summarized into the following 

two points. Firstly， he tried to find coherence between the concepts 

used for the construction of their theory of inference -such as pak$a， 

linga and sadhya -and the relational structure of the things involved 

in the epistemological process of inference. Secondly， he investigated 

the phenomenal background in which the things co町espondentto 
linga should be invariably related to the ones correspondent to sadhya. 

Regarding the latter point， Uddyotakara broadly presents his own 

idea by saying that the relationship between linga and lingin (i.e.， 

sadhya) can be grasped by perception，9 but does not argue in detail. 

However， from the passages mentioned above， we can seemingly pick 

up two essential directions of his exploration for it. 

(1) Thorough observation of empirical facts 

Uddyotakara denies the universal relationship between smoke in 

general and fire in general， and asserts that individual fire can be 

secondarily inferred from smoke's specific properties such as“gomg 

upwards" as we have seen in passage A. The reason why universal 

relationship between smoke in general and fire in general should be 

denied is， according to him， smoke without fire can be found in some 
cases. As has already been pointed out by Randle [1930: 284同 285]and 

Kajiyama [1983: 201]， Uddyotakara here refuses the abstraction ofthe 

individuals involved in inference and limits the relationship which 

ensures invariability of linga and sadhya to inseparable relationship to 
one and the same substratum. However， even from Uddyotakara's 

standpoint， unless the relationship between these properties of smoke， 
i.e.，“going upwards etc." and “having fire，" is ascertained， inference 

does not occur. For Uddyotakara the epistemological ground of this 

relationship's ascertainment is obviously past perception of the 

inference agent and the content of ascertained knowledge that“the 
smoke which has the property of going upwards etc. has the property 

of having fire" is nothing but the concrete knowledge acquired from 

the past experience. It is not like abstracted and universalized 

relationship through repeated observation (bhuyodarsana) such as the 

9 NV， p. 41，7-11 
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one Kumarila holds. Invariable relationship in purvavat inference 

clarified above can be understood in the same manner. The reason 

why Uddyotakara enumerates several concrete properties of clouds as 

the conditions for occu汀enceof inference of future rain is that he 

thinks it necessary to ensure the similarity between the clouds which 

the inference agent sees at the moment of inference and that which 

he/she saw in the past. It is quite natural that Uddyotakara put“the 

other clouds" for an example (sapak~a) given Uddyotakara's opinion 

regarding invariable relationship. To this aspect of his idea， the 

suggestion of Gokhale [1992: 71] that what Uddyotakara cal1s li1iga-

li1igisambandha“refers to the observed wor1d， and does not at all refer 
to the ‘whole wor1d，'" is applicable. It is considered， thus， 

U ddyotakara denied abstraction of the concrete and individual 

phenomenon even in the common sense level and explored the ground 

for establishment of invariable relationship into pure experience and 

observation. 

(2) Vaise~ika system of categories as an axiom 

On the other hand， Uddyotakara's theory of inference has another 

aspect which cannot be explained only from the viewpoint of 

emphasis on empirical facts. The typical case that represents this 

aspect is the inference of a仰 anfrom desire etc. According to the 

Vai記号ikasystem of categories， desire etc. (i.e.， gU1;as) and atman (iι， 

dravya)， cannot reside in the same substratum.lO Uddyotakara， by 

assigning desire， etc. to pak~a ， the property of being quality (gU1;atva) 

to li1iga and the property of being dependent on some substratum 

(paratantratva) to sadhya， asserts that atman can be inferred as the 

secondary object of the inference. The fundamental idea behind this 
inference is simi1ar to that of smoke from fire， but in this inference， 

the abstract and universal relationship that“whatever it may be， if it is 

a gU1;a， it depends on some substratum" is presupposed unlike the case 

of the previous inference. The background of Uddyotakara's idea that 

this inference can presuppose the abstract and universal relationship is 

not made of pure empirical facts but of assurance by the Vai記号ika

system of categories based on dharma-dharmin relationship between 

dravya， gU1;a， karma etc. Uddyotakara does not doubt the universal 

relationship between li1iga and sadhya as long as it is supported by the 

10 As Prasastapada prescribes， desire etc. are gU1Jas of atman and thus reside in {itman itse1f 
according to th巴 Vaise~ika theory. Cf. PBh， p. 70，10. 
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Vaise~ika system of categories. To put it another way， we may be able 

to consider that he based his assertion not only on pure observation of 

phenomenal world but also on his belief that the V aise~ika system of 

categories reflects relational structure of the world. 

(3) Conventionally accepted concomitance 

The above two are thought to be Uddyotakara's m吋ororientations 
toward ascertainment of invariable relationship. However， there are 

some statements of his found in the NV which cannot be included into 

these two. A typical case appears in the inference of water from 
existence of cranes， which is mentioned as an example of the third 

interpretation of samanyato dr$!am.11 Uddyotakara seemingly asserts 

here， though it is in an obscure manner， that“one infers the existence 

of water from the property of having cranes， putting a concrete place 

regarding which invariable relationship between cranes and water is 

well-known (prasiddha) into pak$a." In this inference， inseparable 

relationship to one and the same substratum is forcibly ensured by 

considering“the property of having cranes (balakavattva)" and “the 

property of having water (salilavattva)" as linga and sadJりα
respectively. However， what is practically considered to be the ground 

of their invariability is nothing but the conventionally accepted 

concomitance that“wherever in this area cranes are seen， water is also 
seen 

5. Conclusion 

With proper understanding of the logical structure which valid 

inference should satisfy， Uddyotakara explored the relationship 

between linga and sadJ包yawhich ensures its logical soundness. The 

directions of his exploration are mainly directed to empirical facts 

exclusively observed without worldly common sense and the 

Vaise~ika system of categories which is traditionally reg紅白das the 

reflection of the world. 

However， on the other hand， another factor is also found in his 
theory of inference. As is well known， Naiyayikas after Vacaspati， 

who identified invariable concomitance with natural relationship， held 

that investigation of non-existence of associate condition (upadhi)， 

11 NV， p. 44，21圃22:yavan asya deSo balakayajahadvrttitvenμ prasiddho bhavati， tavantam 
antarbhavya vrk:)adikam arthwrz pak_lkrtya balakavattvena sadhayati. 
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which is implemented as ascertainment of relation' s essentiality， 

should not be too sceptical and go beyond our common sense .12 In 

this viewpoint， which considers that relationship is natural and 
essential as long as existence of an associate condition is not 
commonly accepted， we can find abandonment of thorough 

observation of empirical facts and a compromise for a logical jump 

from worldly common sense to ultra-empirical and universal rule. The 

fact that Uddyotakara partly recognizes worldly accepted (prasiddha) 
concomitance as invariable and universal presents Uddyotakara's 

theory of inference， which is recognized as unique， as having also 

symptoms that lead to the later Naiyayika theory. 

There seems to be a fluctuation in Uddyotakara's theory of 

inference as to what is considered to be the ground for invariable 

relationship. It presents to us， however， the evidence of his sincere 

investigation for establishment of sound inference. 
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